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Seeking justice 
after criminal  
injury



Your local criminal injury  
experts

If you, or someone you know, has 
suffered the trauma of physical, 
domestic or sexual  abuse, you 
could be entitled to compensation 
for your injuries from the 
Government’s Criminal Injuries 
Compensation Authority (CICA).

We’re here to listen.

Call us for free advice  
on 0808 231 7077

No win, no fee.

 
How can we help you make  
a successful claim?

We have helped thousands of
innocent victims of abuse and
assault secure Criminal Injuries 
Compensation to help provide
some support to get their life back
on track.

As a leading Criminal Injuries 
Compensation law firm, we work 
closely with the CICA to secure you 
the compensation you deserve.

When I contacted Hudgell 
Solicitors they were brilliant
in listening to me and 
understanding the position
I was coming from. 

Finally, after all these years 
and all I have been through, 
somebody had listened,  
and somebody recognised  
me as a victim. I am 
overwhelmed by the £23,000 
compensation award.
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We as a firm, and our individual 
claims handlers, have extensive 
experience of working with the 
Scheme, we will:

•     Complete your initial applicationto 
the CICA in a way which maximises 
the chances of your application being 
successful in the first instance, by 
ensuring that all relevant information 
is provided and presented in a way 
which we know the CICA will accept. 
It can be the difference between your 
claim being accepted or rejected.

•  Assign you a specialist lawyer to 
support and guide you through  
the process.

•  Present details of your injuries in a 
manner which should ensure that you 
receive the maximum compensation 
for your injuries.

•  Chase the CICA for a decision on  
a regular and persistent basis. 

   Pursuing a claim directly can be 
complex and lengthy. We will make 

the process less harrowing and 
smooth by chasing evidence and 
progress.

•  Review the CICA’s initial decision. If 
a claim is initially rejected, or they 
award you an amount that is lower 
than we were expecting, we will 
review all the documentary evidence 
upon which that decision was based, 
then contact you to discuss whether 
we agree with the decision and 
advise you as to whether we should 
apply for the decision to 
be reviewed. 

•  Work with you to complete and 
submit any application for review 
of a CICA decision  in a way which 
maximises the chances of that review 
being successful.

•  Prepare and review all of the 
paperwork necessary for any appeal 
hearing before the first tier tribunal, 
and represent you at that appeal 
hearing.
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We felt that the initial rejection 
decision was wrong and so 
submitted an appeal which  
we attended with our client, 
and following a review they 
were satisfied there had been  
a crime of violence and my 
client was awarded £29,000.



If you have been the victim of a crime 
of violence, including serious assaults 
and physical, domestic or sexual 
abuse, you may be eligible for:

1.  Compensation on a fixed tariff 
basis for the injury or abuse.  

Examples of the most common serious 
assault awards received include:

£4,600     Depressed fracture of the 
skull requiring an operation

£6,200     Permanent Minor Head Injury 

£6,200     Fracture to the jaw requiring 
surgery with a continuing 
significant disability 

£11,000    Strained neck or  
whiplash, seriously 
disabling or permanent 

£11,000    Nose total loss of smell  
or taste

£16,500    Minor Brain Injury lasting  
6 months - 2 years

£22,000   Significant brain injury 
lasting 2 years or more

£22,000 Loss of sight

2.  Loss of earnings, at the rate  
of statutory sick pay, if you 
have been incapable of paid 
employment for a period  
exceeding 6 months.

3. Special expenses
 •  Costs arising from treatment  

not covered by the NHS
 • Cost of care
 • Court of Protection costs

What you can claim for
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Physical, Domestic and Sexual Abuse
As well as for physical injuries, we 
can seek compensation for you if you 
have been the victim of domestic or 
physical abuse. 

Examples of the available 
awards include:

• £5,500:  A pattern of repetitive 
violence resulting in minor 
disfigurement

• £8,200:  A persistent pattern  
of severe abuse lasting  
for more than 3 years

Where a single injury sustained as 
part of the pattern of abuse would 
give rise to a higher tariff payment 
than that of the abuse, that award 
will be made instead.

My client was awarded £20,000.  
Such crimes can have a devastating 
impact on lives, a very substantial 
compensation awards can quite  
rightly be awarded, especially in cases 
where it is clear there has been long 
term, serious psychological impact.
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Psychological Injuries
Where psychological injuries have 
been sustained as a result of physical 
or sexual abuse, an award will be 
made for either the abuse or the 
psychological injury, whichever  
would give rise to the higher value.

We will not only support you through  
a legal claim for compensation 
but also by helping to put you in 
touch with partner charities and 
organisations able to provide 
additional support. 

Psychological Injuries need to be 
diagnosed by a medical expert as 
disabling and last for a minimum  
of 6 weeks.

•  Lasting 2 years or more  
up to 5 years - £6,200

•  Lasting 5 years or more  
but not permanent - £13,500

•  Permanent and moderately  
disabling - £19,000

•  Permanent and seriously  
disabling - £27,000

Interim Payments 
Where the CICA has decided you are 
eligible for payment but are not in a 
position to make a final decision until 
the long-term impact is understood, 
Hudgell Solicitors will seek to secure 
you interim payments as early as 
possible to support your recovery.

Losing A Loved One
Losing a loved one can have 
unforeseen financial impacts on you 
and your family. In the event that a 
loved one dies as a result of injuries 
sustained in a crime of violence you 
may be eligible for certain payments:
Such payments can be made to the 
following qualifying relatives:-

1    Spouse or civil partner living with 
the deceased

2  Parent

3  Child

4    Partner living with the deceased 
for 2 years prior to the incident

5    Former spouse or civil partner  
that was financially dependent  
on the deceased

The types of payment available 
include:

1)  Bereavement payments: 
Such payments may be made to 
qualifying relatives. 

Where more than 1 person is eligible 
for a bereavement payment, for 
example a spouse and a parent,  
the amount is £5,500 otherwise 
where only one person is eligible,  
it will be £11,000.

2) Children’s payments:  
A person under the age of 18 who 
was dependent on the deceased  
for parental services may be entitled 
to £2,000 per year until their 18th 
birthday.



If you are considering making
a claim to the CICA you need
to lodge your application within
two years of the incident or before
your 20th birthday if you were
under 18 at the time of the incident.
 
With sexual and domestic abuse 
cases however, because cases of this 
nature are often not immediately 
reported, the two year time frame 
starts to run from the date the abuse 
was reported to the police.
 
Additionally, because cases of this
nature can be highly sensitive,
this timeframe can sometimes be
waived if there are exceptional
circumstances. For example if you 
sustained a mental injury as a result 
of the abuse and were unable to 
submit your claim within the 2 year 
time frame, or if you were advised by 
the police not to submit your claim 
until any criminal proceedings have 
concluded. 
 
We advise you to submit your 
application to the CICA as soon as 
possible, it is not necessary to await 
the outcome of the criminal trial 
before making the application.

A successful application to the CICA 
is not contingent upon the assailant 
being identified, the police charging 
the assailant or upon a guilty verdict.

How and when  
to make a claim

3) Dependency payment:  
A dependency payment may be 
made to a qualifying relative 
who was financially or physically 
dependent on the deceased at the 
date of death. The amount payable 
for financial dependency is at 
the rate equivalent to the weekly 
rate of statutory sick pay. Physical 
dependency payments will be 
calculated on a case by case basis.

4) Funeral payments:  
Up to £5,000 is available for 
funeral costs and expenses

Witnessing the assault of a loved 
one or the immediate aftermath 
of an assault on a loved one.
If your loved one sustains a serious 
or fatal injury, and as a result of 
witnessing the incident you are 
diagnosed with a disabling mental 
injury you may be eligible for 
compensation.
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Why use Hudgell Solicitors  
for your CICA application?
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We will...

•  maximise your chances of success 
in the quickest time possible

•  secure you maximum 
compensation

•  chase decisions on a regular  
and persistent basis 

•  if necessary, submit applications 
for review in a way to maximise 
chances of the review being 
successful

CICA claims take an average of 18 months to conclude. Some cases
involving more serious injuries can take much longer, and equally some  
more straightforward cases may conclude in a shorter timeframe.
 
There is a ‘fast track’ process for sexual abuse cases where non mental injury  
is being claim for, the CICA aim to turn these cases around within 8 weeks.
 
All claims taken on by Hudgell Solicitors are funded on a no win no fee  
basis which means there will be no fees payable if your claim is unsuccessful.  
If your claim is successful, we will deduct 25% + VAT from your award.

For some initial free advice call us on 0808 231 7077 to speak 
to one of our friendly team today.

Hudgell solicitors are proud partners of:

How long will it take before a  
decision is made and what is the cost?
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Our clients rate us EXCELLENT 


